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About This Game

About the game:

 A short story driven adventure about a lonely robot and its destiny.

 A variety of puzzles, encounters with dangerous enemies and fascinating investigation.

 Find out what happened to our planet after the global catastrophe.

1968. «Due to the development of industry, some prominent scientists have expressed concern about the state of the earth's
atmosphere. In their opinion, the problem is the increase of concentration of freons and nitric oxide in the atmosphere, which
are detrimental to the ozone layer. The destruction of the ozone layer can lead to serious consequences for the ecology of the

planet: an increase in the intensity of ultraviolet radiation, the formation of new desert areas and lower yields». From the journal
"Science for the curious”.

2006. «More and more well-known experts say that the problem of ozone holes is only an element of political and economic
war, but does not pose a specific threat to humanity». From the newspaper "Environmental news».

2048. «The scale of the ecological catastrophe seems to be irreversible. It is not recommended to be in the area of direct sun
exposure without extreme necessity». From the reports of news feeds.

2054. «Global migration of people from areas with high radiation cause a serious problem for world security». From the UN
report.

2056. «Delta Dynamics has proposed a revolutionary solution to the problem of the earth's ozone layer destruction. It is planned
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that the company's robots will restore the ozone layer in areas with the greatest danger. The project has already allocated more
than $ 2 trillion from the Reserve Fund». Global World Flow.

Year unknown. «1001110 1100001 1101101 1100101 100000 1000101 1100001 1110010 1110100 1101000 100000
1010000 1101111 1110000 1110101 1101100 1100001 1110100 1101001 1101111 1101110 100000 110000». A message was

intercepted by the trading ship that was heading to cube А3К5 of the galaxy "Milky Way".
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Title: Northern Lights
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
DimleTeam
Publisher:
DimleTeam
Release Date: 18 Feb, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista / 7 / 8 / 10 – 64 bits

Processor: 2.2 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1024 MB NVIDIA GeForce 9800GTX / ATI Radeon HD 3xxx series

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Russian
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MEH, MEEEEEHHHHH... I don't have much to say on this game. Mainly since there are many different sections of the
RPGmaker engine, this one happens to be based off of the least balanced one.

You have 4 characters two of which are 'mages' but they consistently do more dmg with physical attacks than with their skills.
And one of the characters sucks for the entire game doing jack squat both for damage and healing, because the calculations for
those in this particular engine are royally screwed up.

And the main character is going to deal 80% of your damage because the weapons he gets has such high attack stats.

Plus the game sort of feels like one big boss rush, which i like, except the standard enemies are either way too frequent, or are
way too difficult for when you first fight them.

On a positive note the end credits music is really enjoyable.. I have yet to run the story that this offers and that may very well be
good, but I am extremely disappointed that the unique archetype spells appear not be transcribed. They do supplement the
missing spells with basic ones, but that's not what I expected.. I like hard games, but this game is not just hard, but frustrating by
design. Enemy reaction times are insane and peaking around corners comes down to whose gun side is closer to a peaking
position. It took me 30 minutes to get trough first handful of rooms and was left extremely frustrated at how much polish this
game needs. On top of that the games artstyle leaves alot up for guessing when items and enemies seemlesly melt to the floor
and some major butgs like when the game decides to let bullets trough walls and let enemies track you trough walls. This game
can hardly be called Hotline miami clone due to it failing to reach the standard set in any any way. Has potential, but needs more
polish and some systems reworking.. Lost childhood.... Unique spin on Christmas, santa's cheery holiday torture chamber really
adds to the cheer. Make sure to read all the happy letter to santa you find around the workshop, really brightens your spirits! I
made a little video on it, I hope you love it https:\/\/youtu.be\/6jgnjkRwc9g. Although the artwork was very cool, the story was
weird, with a seriously anticlimatic ending and and the execution was variable in quality.
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Free starting stuff? Cool. Several problems with this because its been rushed (as usual with content)

1. The sound are a country mile inaccurate
2. the guards van is completely wrong and needs to be completely remoddled
3. The running numbers are wrong the 442 only goes up to 442424 and i got 442430 on a earlier run
4. the equipment boxes under the guards car ain't attached to anything they're just hanging in midair
5. the passenger view has a glitch where a snowy background on the wall between the seating and doors are

need i say more

wish i hadn't bothered buying it

if your looking for a slick model don't buy this one because you'll just be fustrated in the lack of quaility

Msg to dovetail

!!!!!MAKE SOMETHING DECENT & TAKE YOUR TIME AND DONT RUSH ADDON CONTENT!!!!!

For a more detailed view visit my blog on it at: http:\/\/dtgarrg.blogspot.co.uk\/2015\/05\/class-442-what-mess.html

BAAAADDD!!!. No love for Zidane currently on the bronce ranked\/custom rooms. I played this game on iOS, and absolutely
loved it. The PC version took a little getting used to with the mouse, but the controls are still great and there are some new levels
that weren't in the iOS game. Also, the level editor looks awesome - I think that's going to be a lot of fun! Because levels don't
take a long time and you can pause as soon as you let go of the button, this game is great for those days where you're doing
something really monotonous at home and want something entertaining to break it up.. Definitly looking forward to more
content, very unique gameplay aspects and ideas, and really just a fun game to sit down and play. No where near the effort it
takes like a stardew valley, but definitly a challenge to get the dope done.. Not as fantastic as Sonic Racing Transformed. My
over 1500 hours in Transformed made me excited for more Sonic racing. Although when I saw how the game was going to
function I still wasn't disappointed about the game. I recommend the game regardless of my slight disappointment. It is a
beautiful game that runs like butter on my computer, there is enough variety in the tracks despite the lack of Transforming that
was apparent in Sonic Racing Transformed. I'll still be putting in some time into Team Sonic Racing. If you want the game and
are still not sure, please wait for the game to go on sale before buying it's still rough around the edges.

Hopefully Sumo Digital will still give some more support into Team Sonic Racing because we need a definitive Kart Racing
game since PC is mostly about the FPS' that are on the market, include some cross-play and add some DLC characters and
tracks to keep the game going Sumo, please. Thanks for reading!
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